Prostate cancer uses metabolic switch to thrive after hormone therapy
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In studies using prostate cancer cell lines, human prostate cancer tissue and animal models, the novel therapeutic strategy successfully inhibited tumor growth. Clinical trials are in being planned using a currently available drug that inhibits glutamine use by tumor cells.

"Instead of inhibiting androgen receptor using hormonal therapy, a better therapeutic strategy is to inhibit glutamine utilization directly," said senior author Jiaoti Huang, M.D., Ph.D., chair of Duke's Department of Pathology.

"Since glutamine is not essential for normal tissue, there will be fewer side effects, which is one of the biggest downsides to hormonal therapies," Huang said. "Direct inhibition of the enzyme that controls glutamine utilization would also make it more difficult for tumor cells to develop resistance."

Huang and co-authors—including Daniel George, M.D., professor in the departments of Medicine and Surgery at Duke who leads the clinical trial design—initiated the study to better understand prostate cancer cell metabolism, which still has many unknowns.

They found that hormone therapy initially inhibits a certain form of glutamine-converting enzyme called kidney-type glutaminase (KGA). This KGA enzyme depends on the androgen receptor and makes it possible for cancer cells to use glutamine. By suppressing it, hormonal therapies successfully slow cancer growth for a time.

But the tumor cells eventually find a workaround, switching to a different enzyme—glutaminase C (GAC)—which doesn't rely on androgen receptor. When tumors make this switch to GAC, they proliferate aggressively, becoming castration-resistant prostate cancer.

"Our work demonstrates this metabolic switch to be one of the key mechanisms in therapeutic...
resistance and disease progression," George said.

By targeting glutamine metabolism, the researchers pioneered a way to bypass the complex androgen receptor signaling processes, instead directly suppressing the production of energy and building blocks required by prostate cancer cells, essentially starving tumor cells to death.

"Since metabolic activity directly controls cellular proliferation, it may be more difficult for the tumor cells to overcome a metabolic inhibition to develop resistance," Huang said. "Our study shows that pharmacological inhibition of GAC can significantly suppress castration-resistant prostate cancer."
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